FINAL REPORT
Committee on the Common Property
October 9,1997

I. Background and Conclusions The Common Property consists of approximately 17
acres, comprising parcel 83 of the Subdivision Map for Golden West Paradise Unit 2. A copy of
said map appears in this report as Fig. 1. An authoizing document clearly identifies the Common
Property on its third line, "Total No. of lots: 82 res[ident] lots & I common area." Said
authorizing document includes approval by the Board of Supervisors on Dec. 30, 1963, and
appears herein as Fig. 2.For completeness, a similar authorizing document for Unit 5, approved
by the Board of Supervisors on Jun. 23, T970, appears as Fig. 3. It is obvious in Fig .1 that the
predominant geometry of parcel 83 was so chosen and surveyed as to isolate Unlt 2 residents
from future events in Union Mine Canyon, such as sanitary landfills, mining, man-made reservoirs,
recreational shooting ranges, residential or coflrmercial developments, etc. The peculiar "T" shape
of parcel 83 can be seen on Fig. 1 to result from necessity to provide access to Dolomite Drive.
Otherwise, the parcel would have been landlocked.
On line 9 of the authorizing document (Fig. 2), Harold Prescott's signature appears as
"subdivider or authorized agent." Mr. Prescott was contacted by (DOM) of the Committee (See
Appendix A for listing of Committee Members, phone numbers, and initials.). Mr. Prescott stated
that to the best of his memory the subdivider set aside the Common Property out of good will for
future residents, but with specific foreknowledge that the parcel (except for its small connection
to Dolomite Drive) was essentially worthless for development.
Current residents have various views of how the Common Property should be used, such
as a recreational park, a community administration center, a corporation yard for storage of roadworking machines and materials, a boat ramp for access to a possible future lake in Union Mine
Canyon, an asset which might be subdivided and sold as a one-time money raiser for the Golden
West Community Service District, various combinations of the foregoing, etc.
Due to divergence of these current (and reoccurring) views, nearly every Board of
Directors of the District, also referred to as the CSD) over the last quarter century has been
requested to either sell or develop the Common Property, with the idea that such sale or
development might temporarily reduce road assessments or provide some other advantage or
benefit. A former President of the Board and current member of the Committee (DL) reports that
the matter was looked into during his term of office and dropped, only to be revisited again
repeatedly by subsequent Boards. Our present Board of Directors is similarly pressured. As a
result, Pat McKlintock, the present Board President, decided to once and for all resolve the
question, and appointed this Committee to do so. The Committee's assignment was to look into
the various proposals to see if any were feasible, assess arguments pro and con, and make a
recommendation.
For readers impatient with detail, we here conclude this background section by
summarizing the Committee's findings: No proposal for alternate use of the Common Property is
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viable other than the one which is least intrusive - namely, that the Common Property be
preserved in perpetuity as a green belt.
The rest of this report is detail. Under the rules by which this Committee has operated,
however, any member of the Committee has for the past two years been free to add to this report
a dissenting view so long as it is supported by verifiable sources for any authority cited. It was
hoped that by including such dissenting views in this report that bias would be balanced by bias,
so that future readers (specifically, future Boards of Directors) might see through the competing
views to the facts and thus not be condemned to perpetual revisiting of the same question. Of the
nine Committee members who served, one (RWR) disagreed with the above conclusion. His
comments appear as Appendix B.
Meantime, the issue has been raised yet again. Our Boards serve voluntarily and their time
is precious. It is time to issue this report so as to stop wasting the Board's energy on this matter.
Status It is likely that one of the chief motivations behind those who,
the Common Property be sold is a fear that they are being directly
years,
have
suggested
over the
or indirectly taxed for it. Two members of the Committee, (DL) and (DOM), checked this [@L)
with the county tax assessor's and tax collector's offices, and @OM) with Mr. Prescott]. The
unanimous response of all three respondents was that there are no property taxes assessed or
collected on green-belted parcels. Thus, no resident is being or ever has been taxed as a result of
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the CSD's ownership and continued retention of the Common Property.
As will be discussed later, however, those residents who purchased parcels adjoining the
Common Property paid a premium for their parcels, due to the widely-held belief by both sellers
and buyers that living next to green belted areas is desirable. In a sense, this premium may be
viewed as a "one-time tax" followed by perpetually-larger actual yearly property taxes resulting
from the higher initial selling price. For these reasons the reader of this Section is referred to
Section VIII below.
Subdividing and Selling OffParts of the Common Property A County Official in the
Planning Department, Ron Otzman, was most dubious about the possibility of the CSD's doing
such a thing (DOIv|. The first step would require change of the subdivision map, which Otzman
said is very difficult. Otzman was likely referring to bureaucratic hurdles.
However, those would probably be minuscule compared with the political struggle:
Parties with the most power would be on the side of maintaining, rather than destroying, the
greenbelt. Included among such defenders would be not only residents adjoining the Common
Property, but also a host of others interested solely in preserving any and all greenbelts for their
inherent environmental value - whether they personally happen to live next to a greenbelt or not.
Intuitively one might expect that "developers" would favor changing the Common
Property's status as a greenbelt in hopes they might get a piece of the action in developing it.
Their assistance is unlikely in this instance, however, because our Common Property is regarded
by those skilled in real estate (e.g., Ellen Day) as extremely-marginal for development. Some of
the high costs and high risks of developing the Common Property, which have in the past (and
will in the future) cause developers - potential buyers - to avoid it, will become apparent in
Sections below. To obtain an official statement regarding the county's position regarding our
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selling offthe Common Property, Mr. Otzman recommended we write to the Planning
Commission. President McKlintock sent to the Planning Commission the letter displayed in Fig. 4.
The Planning Commission's reply appears as Fig. 5.

IV. Trading Part or All of the Common Property for Another Parcel

Some residents have
piece
land,
of
such as that west of highway 49
suggested such a trade in order to acquire a flatter
next to the firehouse. One Committee member (DL) investigated this possibility with the County
and was told that it would be both difiicult and costly to do, because the flatter parcels of land
suggested all lie outside our subdivision and the map would have to be changed so as to
incorporate the targeted parcel.
Additionally, such action would deprive some residents of the CSD of the green belt
buffering their properties from Union Mine Canyon. Said residents would oppose the trade. Their
reaction is further discussed in Section VIII. Some of the arguments they would bring to bear on
the case may be anticipated from Sections II, V and VI.

V. Environmental Impact The Common Property is an environmentally-sensitive area due
to the fact that there is a year-round spring and creek on it. There are few year-round springs in
our area, and this is one of the most copious. Agencies and others concerned with the impact of
development of any kind on streams and wetlands have immense power in our society, and the
CSD can ill afford to provoke them. To do so would risk large costs for required studies - and
possibly for ruinous lawsuits as a result of things which have already been done on the Common
Property in connection with past voluntary roadwork. Recent legal precedent suggests that,
although our resident volunteers acted naively and innocently as they generously performed their
work, this would not in the least soften the court's decision against us.
(Parenthetically, it is noted that this consideration would seem to strongly validate our
present Board's earlier decision to henceforth employ only licensed and well-insured contractors
for future roadwork, rather than resident volunteers.)
To protect the CSD, no listing of specific environmental and ethnic "sins" already done to
the Common Property is included in this Final Report. However, it is appropriate to include for
the guidance of the present and future Boards the knowledge that such a list exits in the hands of
those residents whose parcels adjoin the Common Property. (See Sections VI and VIII below.)

VI. Indian Relics Due largely to the year-round spring and stream on the Common
frop..ty, it *^ tlr. site of Indian Encampmlnts in antiquity. Virtually none of our residents

(even

those adjoining the Common Property) know about the Native-American relics which exist on it
and it is best that it remain that way. Otherwise, as knowledge spreads and time passes, relic and
souvenir hunters will inevitably carry away everything which can be found. Those who lead the
CSD presently and in the future have a moral responsibility to prevent this from happening.
The parcel is presently inhospitable, overgrown as it is with brush and poison oak. Note
that developing the flatter portions of the parcel as a recreational or District-administration site
would almost certainly insure discovery of these relics and their ultimate disappearance. No
matter how much faith we have in each other, there will be a few in each generation who will rob
the sites, so that as time passes the sites will become more and more depleted. It is intended that

this document be preserved to guide future Boards in the way they meet demands by individuals
or pressure groups to use, develop, or dispose of the Common Property. It.should be obvious that
in doing this the Boards should read, but not divulge to other residents, the contents of this
Section (Section VI). Surely, contents of the previous and subsequent sections will prove
adequate to discourage the demanders without revealing the fact that significant Native-American
sites exist on the Common Property, especially if each future Board is united in the matter. This
section might serve to unite them. After it serves that purpose it should then be "forgotten" by
each member of each successive Board. Should any future or past Board member ignore this
precaution and it be established that he or she contributed to depletion of these precious sites, he
or she could be subject to legal action by or on behalf of aggrieved native Americans.
Jim Snoke, an anthropologist and expert in Native American culture at Consumnes River
College, is aware of the site (DL).
The Board is responsible for an ever-increasing volume of CSD
records which must be stored in homes of the Board. It is obvious to the Committee that not only
is this a hardship on Board members, but also it is not the safest place for our records. The Board

VII. A Document Vault

for the following consideration:
Could a highly-secure (from fire, moisture, and vandalism) vault be constructed on that
portion of the Common Property immediately-adjacent to Dolomite, and well away from any
invironmentally-or archaeologically-sensitive areas? Following is a set of specifications for the
has therefore plead

least-expensive and least-obtrusive document vault which the Committee could conceive:

Minimal Document Vault
(l) Floor slab on well-drained bed of crushed 3/4" limestone, 4" deep.
(2) Size less than the minimum for which the County Building Department requires
a permit. In other words, no permits, no inspections, and no fees(3 ) Concrete-filled and steel-reinforced concrete-block walls. Thoro-Seal coated.
(4) Roof of welded 1/4" thick steel plate, secured to walls by four welded angle
irons with oversize holes to allow for thermal expansion and contraction. Bolts and lock
nuts between angles and roof plate loose to permit thermal motion, but nuts welded for
security. Roof overhang 8" min. Steel roof plate insulated with l" rigid fiberglass batting
on inside to lessen heat buildup in summer,
(5) No windows, for security against vandalism.
(6) One door only - steel, with industrial grade steel frame, hinges and lock.
(7) No electric power - [Lighting to see records provided by personal flashlights
kept at Board Members'homes and brought with them on trips to vault.]
(8) No water. No sanitary facility. No heat. No work desks or chairs. - [Go deposit
or remove documents, lock up, and leave.]
(9) Small wall-mounted shelf to set documents on while flling or removing
Specs

for

a

documents.

(10) Parking space for two automobiles only. Gravel as necessary.
(11) Surrounded by low-water-requirement native shrubs and bushes so as not to
be an eyesore to neighbors and passing motorists.

A drawing of the proposed structure with dimensions appears as Fig. 6.
A local contractor's estimate for building this document vault is $7,780.00. A copy of the
estimate, obtained by (DOM), appears as Fig. 7.
There is no unanimity among the Committee on the above specs. Indeed, there is
considerable disagreement. Most feel that the CSD should rent a space at a storage facility in El
Dorado rather than seek to build and maintain our own document vault. At the other extreme, one
member (RWR) feels the CSD should put up a building with a recreation/meeting hall large
enough to accommodate Board and CSD meetings, and a full-service kitchen adequate to cater
weddings and community socials.
While the proposed document vault would be secure from vandalism, it would subject our
records to temperature extremes despite the specified insulation. Our records would therefore
deteriorate ifstored in such a place for several years. It is noted that libraries preserving critical
records invest vast sums to provide constant temperature and humidity to prevent document
deterioration.
Residents. Only two such residents served on the Committee.
However, all of said residents paid a premium in the initial purchase price of their properties in
order to obtain parcels which adjoin the Common Property. The reason original buyers were
willing to pay this premium in their purchase price was to have a green-belted buffer between their

VIII. Interests of Adjoining

parcels and Union Mine Canyon.
While subsequent owners have in some instances purchased these parcels adjoining the
Common Property, the new owners also are: (l) aware that the additional cost of their favorable
location next to a greenbelt has been passed down to them by way of a relatively-increased
purchase price even in times of depressed real-estate markets, and (2) agreed that the Common

Property retains value to them as a buffer today and will continue to do so in the future. For both
reasons, they are not about to permit the greenbelt to be dissipated, despoiled, sold, abused, or
usurped. Existence of such an obstacle, internal to the CSD, suggests that what the CSD has to
gain from development, sale, or other manipulation of the Common Property would be greatly
iessened, if not totally wiped out, by litigation against its own residents who adjoin said Common
Property. After reviewing the arguments and potential resources on each side in this possible
future confrontation, and what is to be gained, the Committee has determined that it is not in the
CSD's interest to pursue the matter.
Aside from the purelyJegal and financial assessments just mentioned, it is also the
Committee's opinion that such a confrontation would be highly divisive, would serve to erode
community cohesiveness and spirit, and should be avoided particularly for those reasons.
appears after considerable discussion by the Committee that the only
viable use of the Common Property is for its original intention - as a greenbelt. It is therefore
recommended that present and future Boards explain this fact to those who will again clamor to
sell, develop, or otherwise use it to temporarily reduce road assessments or achieve some other
perceived advantage. Such use appears simply to not be possible or wise.
A greenbelt possesses value in and of itself - It does not have to justify itself economically;

IX. Conclusions. It

I

recreationally; in its utility for storing road materials, equipment and documents; or in its use for
government or community buildings. Above all, it should not be sold or otherwise disposed of
simply to provide some short-term relief from ongoing road costs.
A green belt is almost never adjacent to all residents of a community. While this is
admittedly unfortunate, it can scarcely be used as an argument by those living remotely that it
should be sold, 'Just to make things fair." This is because those whose properties are remote from
the green belted parcel initially paid no premium in the purchase price of their parcels, whereas
those living adjacent to the green belted parcel did pay such a premium.
Apparently the Common Property is an integral part of Unit 2, and there is little the Board
can do to spread it around more evenly. Since it is costing the CSD and individual non-contiguous
residents nothing to keep it, the Committee recommends the CSD waste no more energy on the
issue
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Chnstine Bledsoe

622-4360

CB

Susan English
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KI

Dick Lamparter
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DL

I)ave Martinez

622-8523
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Duane O. Miles

626-7329

DOM

Rick Russell

620-4220
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626-8785
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Sherry Clawson

620-4286
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Appendix B.
Dissenting Comments by (RWR)
(Section l,Paragraph 4) The objective is not to reduce road assessments, but increase
District coffers.
(Section I,Paragraph 5) This report's conclusions may be valid only at this time. It
appears certain that, unless the Common Property appreciates in value in a dramatic fashion, the
only reasonable alternative is to hold.
(Section III) What about "boundary-line adjustments," with adjacent owners acquiring
[and paying the District for] adjoining portions of the Common Property? I thought we discussed
this as a committee. My gut feeling is that a "BLA" is not as onerous as actual rezone or sale. I
am not sure what is meant by "developer." If this is intended to include someone like you or me

with the intent of erecting a single-family dwelling unit, then I don't believe this concept is very
clear. If you'll recall, Ellen Day thought if the Common Property were viewed as one parcel, it
would essentially have the same value whether 2 acres or 17. In my opinion it's not too farfetched
to believe that adjacent residents would be willing to purchase the Common Property, and also go
to the expense of acquiring required subdivision permits, approvals, engineering, etc. So it's clear,
I acknowledge that the cost of the "dirt"could be equaled or exceeded by these special costs and
requirements, but their sum is the total worth of the property.
(Section IV, Paragraph 1) Did anyone follow through on the piece of land that intersects
Highway 49 tangentially on east side of ridge? Someone thought it might be a highway (CalTrans)
or utility easement.
(Section IV, Paragraph2) This comes offas very undemocratic and unfair.
(Section V) A relatively-small percentage of the Common Property would require that
development impacts are avoided or minimized. There are costs, required studies and permits
associated with development of any kind on streams and wetlands.
(Section VI) The CSD should preserve this cultural resource. As with the wetlands issue,
special studies by qualified personnel would be required to evaluate and document the Common
Property's unique cultural resource setting. Any future use that could potentially disturb the
cultural resources on the property would require special permits. I believe that the Army Corps of
Engineers would have permitting authority for both the cultural resources and wetlands issues.
(Section VII, Specs) Hate to say this, but this could be what is technically defined as a
confined space - i.e., a potential for oxygen-deficient atmosphere: OSH,\ Fire Dept., District
Liability, are all major concerns.
(Section VIII) We should talk about this section.
[Added by (DOM): We did talk about it. (RWR)'s verbal comments to me about Section
VIII were essentially the same as the written ones he made above about Section IV - namely, the
attitude revealed in Section IV of this report is very undemocratic and unfair to all the rest of the
CSD's residents, who neither live next to the Common Property nor do they enjoy a greenbelt
next to their own parcels. That simply is not fair.]
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Planning Commission
County of El Dorado
2850 Fairlane Ct.
Placerville, CA95667
Gentlepersons.

The Golden West Community Services District owns a 17 acre, greenbelted, coilrmon
area. It is identified as parcel 83 on the subdivision map for Golden West Paradise Unit No. 2,
dated April, 1970, Harold S. Prescott, Jr. being the Civil Engineer.
Certain residents recently suggested that our common area be subdivided, so that a
portion might be sold in order to raise money for District projects. This same suggestion has been
made repeatedly in the past to previous Boards. Each time, our Boards of Directors have
expended a great deal of time looking into the matter, but have been unable to settle it.
It is my desire to resolve the question once and for all, and a Committee appointed by me
is about to issue afrnal report on its findings. I want this report to be authoritative in the sense
that future Boards can refer to it, and not have to continually reinvestigate the matter. You can
help by providing a letter which my Committee can make a part of their final report:
Please send me a written reply, stating the policy or ruling of the Planning Commission
regarding this proposed subdMsion and sale of lots from our greenbelted area. Will you permit us
to do this, or not?
I am aware, in this litigious age, that no matter what your policy or ruling might be, if
some faction within our CSD spent enough time in court they probably could overturn your
policy. Please do not allow such a possibility to be of concern as you respond - to the extent that
you choose the "safe" course of not taking a firm position. We need a firm answer, so as to put
this matter to bed one way or the other. I am quite convinced that if your commission takes a firm
stand, no resident or faction in our CSD will ever go to the expense of challenging it. That would
resolve this contentious matter so that we could spend our energies in more productive areas.
Sincerely,

Pat McClintock, President

Board of Directors
Golden West CSD

:l-j,i?'/, {yiT
COUNTY OF

PLAI\MNGDEPARTMENT

,

.L

FlQ,5

EL DORADO

PLACERVILLE OFFICE:

SOIJ'|H LAKE TAHOE OFFICE:

2850 FAIRLANE COURT
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667

3368 LAKE TAHOE BLVD.. SUITE 301
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 96150
(91 6) 573-3449

-5355
FAX 622-1708

(91 61 621

lTanuary 10, L996

Pat McClint,ock, President, Board of Directors
Golden West. Community Services District.
P.O. Box 448

EI Dorado, CA 95623
Re: Golden West. Paradise Unit. No. 2 Greenbelt
Dear Mr. McClintock:
I have reviewed the files for t.he Golden West Paradise Subdivision,
Unit #Z in order Eo Lry to formulate a response to your request
regarding the ability t.o subdivide the common area (I-,ot B3 ) .
Unfortunately, the record is very s1im, with no reference anywhere
that r can find t,nat addresses the issue or€ wd1, or the other.
rt. appears, based on the lack of any specific prohibition, that.
consideration of the redivision of that parcel is possible. The
zoning of the subdivision lots is R2A, T\rro-acre Reaidential, and
all the lots appear t.o be two acres in sj-ze or great,er. Based on
t.hat, and t.he fact that there is no pranned development overray
zone, it does not appear t.hat there was any density transfer that
would have precluded subsequent development of t,hat 1ot. However,
r should point out that tha land is prLsent,ly zoned RA-20, with a
General Plan designation of Rural Resident,ial. A General Plan
amendment and zone change would be needed in order t.o subdivide the
Iot, which I believe at this t.ime would be difficult to obtain.
There may be other restrictions recorded agai-nst the properLy that
could preclucie developmenc in t.he future, but the planning
Department's files show no such rest,rictions. This may noE. provide
you the absolut,e answer t.hat. you were seeking, but it is as clear
as r can make it. based on the lnformation avairable to me. r hope,
never-the-less, that this is helpful to you. prease feer free to
contact me if you have any further questions.
Sincerely,

M-=l,hll
Peter N.
Maurer

Prj-ncipal Planner
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LICENSE NO. 356236-8

5137 HIGHWAY 49
DIAMOND SPRINGS, CA 95619
PHONE (916) 626-5894

FIG,7

STATE LlC. NO.356236
PROPOSAL SUBMITTEO TO
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ARCHITECT
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"Conlroclors ore required by low to be licensed
ond reguloted by fhe Controctors, Stole License
A,-ny questions concerning the responsiP::td.
bilities of o controctor moy be referred to the
registror of the boord whose oddress is:
Conlroclors' Stote License Boord
1020 "N" Streei
Socromento, Colifornio gSBll',
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flfUpO.EP hereby to lurnish material and labor

-

complete

in

accordance with above specifications, for the sum of :

dollars ($

,.

,\i'-,1.-!

(1:
l J l' "l,
'

( r-."'..- r)llp}r'{.:',.*\

I

t-'ri

All mateflal is

Suaranteed to be as specitied. All work to ba completed rn a workmanlike
manner accordrng to standard practices. Any altc.atron or deviation ,rom above specitica.
tions involvrnS extra costs wrll be executed only upon wiltten grders, and will becomc an
extra char8e over and above the €strmate. All agr4menls contingent upon stnkcs, accidents
or delaF beyond our control. Owner to carry tirc, tornado and other nccassary rnsurance.
Our workers are {ully covered by Workmen's Compenstion lnsuranc€.
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.
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Note: Thts proposal may
--. f
withdrawn by us iI not accepted wrthrn2days.

AfffptUtffP trt flffpUfUl -rn" above prices, specirications srgnature
and condltions are satislactory arid are hereby accepted. You are authorized
to do the work as specified. Payment will be made as outlined above.
Date o, Acceptance:
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i\ li

Signature
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